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pancreatic stem cells - stembook - pancreatic stem cells access to the circulation, β-cells should function
to maintain glucose homeostasis – a hypothesis amply supported by animal studies (ballinger and lacy, 1972),
and now the basis for clinical islet transplantation in humans (naftanel and pancreatic differentiation from
human pluripotent stem cells - 258 15.1 introduction the development of protocols for deriving mature cell
types from hpscs has opened opportunities for modeling human disease ex vivo as well as for discovery of
novel cell stem cell article - cell stem cell 9, 433–446, november 4, 2011 ª2011 elsevier inc. 433 pancreatic
cancer, and its potential as a therapeutic target for the successful elimination of pancreatic cscs as the root of
prospective isolation of multipotent pancreatic ... - prospective isolation of multipotent pancreatic
progenitors using flow-cytometric cell sorting atsushi suzuki,1,2 hiromitsu nakauchi,3 and hideki taniguchi2,4,5
during pancreatic development, neogenesis, and regen-eration, stem cells might act as a central player to
generate endocrine, acinar, and duct cells. although these cells are well known as pancreatic stem cells (pscs),
indisputable ... concise review: stem cells in pancreatic cancer: from ... - concise review: stem cells in
pancreatic cancer: from concept to translation deepak raj,alexandra aicher,christopher heeschen key words.
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma • cancer stem cells • stromal cells • therapeutics/ generation of
pancreatic β cells for treatment of diabetes ... - review open access generation of pancreatic β cells for
treatment of diabetes: advances and challenges hussain md. shahjalal1,2†, ahmed abdal dayem1†, kyung min
lim1, tak-il jeon1 and ssang-goo cho1* multipotential nestin-positive stem cells isolated from ... - tinct
population of cells that express the neural stem cell–speciﬁc marker nestin. nestin-positive cells within
pancreatic islets express neither the hormones insulin, glucagon, somatostatin, or pancreatic polypeptide nor
the markers of vascular endothelium or neurons, such as collagen iv and galanin. focal regions of nestinpositive cells are also identiﬁed in large, small, and ... identification of pacreatic cancer stem cells (li) tification of pancreatic cancer stem cells and further elucidation of the signaling pathways that regulate their
growth and survival may provide novel therapeutic ap- generation of rat pancreas in mouse by ... - cell generation of rat pancreas in mouse by interspeciﬁc blastocyst injection of pluripotent stem cells toshihiro
kobayashi,1,2 tomoyuki yamaguchi,1,2 sanae hamanaka,1,2 megumi kato-itoh,2,3 yuji yamazaki,1,2 review
article pancreatic cancer stem cells - pancreatic cancer stem cells 895 am j cancer res 2015;5(3):894-906
surface markers for pancreatic cscs cancer stem cells help lay the foundation and 6. pancreatic cancer stem
cell and mesenchymal stem cell - pancreatic cancer stem cell and mesenchymal stem cell shin hamada
and tooru shimosegawa division of gastroenterology, tohoku university graduate school of medicine sendai,
japan abstract. pancreatic cancer is one of the most life-threatening cancers and its prognosis has not been
improved despite advances in diagnostic and therapeutic strategies. the reasons for resistance against
conventional ... the changes of autophagy in pancreatic stem cells for ... - autophagy and related genes
in pancreatic cancer stem cells for drug resistance of pancreatic cancer was investigated. the expressions of
autophagy the expressions of autophagy of cd44+/- in pancreatic cell lines were investigated, and the
expressions of autophagy regulatory genes were also studied. reprogramming of pancreatic exocrine
cells towards a beta ... - stem cell institute, university of minnesota, mtrf, 2001 6th street se, minneapolis,
mn 55455, u.s.a. pdx1 (pancreatic and duodenal homeobox 1), ngn3 (neurogenin 3) and mafa (v-maf
musculoaponeurotic ﬁbrosarcoma oncogene
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